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here the complications begin. For Lamb writes haiku about everything, from Picasso's Bust of Sylvette to rain squalls on the Amazon. McClintock comments that
Perhaps this, essentially, has been Lamb's contribution to the haiku since her work first appeared in American Haiku in 1963--the use
of the haiku as a uniquely adaptable medium for expression of things other than the quiet,meditative aspects of nature with which so many
are taken up as they play the Zen-game, and possibly the Zen-joke, on themselves.63
We have seen that McClintock too writes haiku on a wide range of subjects, from Vietnam to life in Los Angeles. He continues to claim that "Taoism and Shinto--animistic Shinto—have as much to do with the spirit and essence of the haiku experience as does Zen. But we need not go quite so far afield, for ... the haiku poet's roots draw from both East and West ... " Lamb writes about a nature which includes man and man's work, therefore art: it is all in the way that one looks at the given subject. Lamb "suggests that the vehicle is art and the direct, non-conceptual experience of it," and McClintock suggests that "The problem is in words, but the answer is in perception.,” (64) He seems to be arguing, in conjunction with his dismissal of
Virgilio as a haiku poet, that it is not so much what the poet looks at, but how he sees it, that makes it haiku. A certain simplicity of perception that sees right to the meaning of things in themselves, akin to Basho's "inspiration," is the way of haiku.
McClintock believes that the haiku mode of expression may be separated from the haiku mode of perception. A poet may borrow certain techniques of haiku to express different sorts of perceptions, as Virgilio does. In a review of a book of poems by Janice Bostok, Walking into the Sun, McClintock says that "though the haiku aesthetic is never departed from as the basic control, an
Expansion of its capacities to express through new combinations and structures is evident.,” (65) This haiku aesthetic is most evident in Bostok's use of spare language, and silence:
She has developed a language and a tone which, with few words, is large and quiet--so large and so quiet it becomes invisible. It cannot be heard; it cannot, either, be explained. Bostok has managed to write a book of poetry wherein the language quietly erases itself ... The art of her poetry is not obvious--that is because it is art. (66)
The poems in her book are linked in such a way that they create one long
piece, which is more properly called a lyric or an ode than a collection of

